Universal Frame Nailing Device

The Nailing Device is fully assembled and ready to use.

1. Roll down the padded boards and insert 10 end bars on each end. Then roll the padded boards back in place to hold them tightly.

2. Turn the device upside down and place the bottom bars onto the end bars and nail into place.

3. Turn the device to its original position and insert the top bars into the end bars and nail into place. You can then set the device on its side and drive a nail through the end bar and back into the top bar.

This is an important nail and will hold your frames together when you are prying your frames out of hive bodies or supers. When you are finished nailing the frames, roll the padded boards down onto the lower part of the device and turn the device upside down and the frames will fall out.

Now you are ready to start over with a new batch of frames!